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A&C Staff Make New Connections

"Remind yourself daily that everyone matters
and what you do and say will impact our
students for a lifetime." - Jaymee Cummings

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING AND EDUCATING
THE WHOLE CHILD
Members of A&C's SEL team and the marketing team attended
Indiana University's Whole Child Summit, where they networked
with speakers, exhibitors, and other school district personnel
and learned how to create and improve school-based mental
health services and collaborative efforts with community
partners. Read more about A&C's SEL efforts on page 4.

Save the Date - IndyPride 2022 and Other Updates
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ADULT & CHILD HEALTH IS

CELEBRATING SOCIAL WORKERS
It’s National Social Work Month! We’re excited to celebrate the great profession of social work and
recognize everything our A&C social workers do all year long! There are nearly 720,000 social
workers in our nation and that number is expected to grow by 12% by the end of the decade. It is
one of the fastest-growing professions in the nation, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
However, as quickly as it is growing, the demand for the life-affirming services social workers provide
is at an all-time high.

Social workers are an integral part of what we do at Adult & Child and fulfill an important role in
accomplishing our mission. Social workers are vital changemakers in our nation– advocating during
the Civil Rights and Women’s Rights movements and pushing for social programs throughout recent
history. Social workers have been at the forefront of the integrated care movement. We owe many
thanks to the social workers throughout the country – and especially to those who choose to serve
their community here at A&C. We are able to accomplish so much due to the impactful work you all
do!
In the month of March, let us all thank our social workers. Celebrate one another! The work you do is
valuable, and we are so proud of the way you change lives.

TEST YOUR SOCIAL WORK
KNOWLEDGE:
federal government agency is the largest
1 This
employer of social workers with a master’s degree:
The Dept of Health & Human Services
The Dept of Labor
The U.S. Dept of Veterans Affairs
The General Accounting Office

best-selling author and social worker has
2 This
written books to help people address vulnerability,
shame, courage & worthiness.
a. Brené Brown
b. Barbara Sher
c. Eckhart Tolle
d. Susan Jeffers

work was one of the first mental health
3 Social
professions to come out against this damaging &
ineffective practice to change the sexuality &
gender expression of people who are LGBTQIA+:
a. Imbalance Therapy
b. Conversion Therapy
c. Heterosexual Normative Therapy
d. Gay Shock Therapy

4

5

This woman is considered the “mother” of the
social work profession & opened Hull House in
Chicago to provide social services to the area,
which had a large immigrant population.
a. Jane Addams
b. Frances Perkins
c. Susan B. Anthony
d. Elizabeth Cady Stanton
This women’s rights and anti-lynching advocate
played a key role in shaping the social work
profession.
a. Margaret Atwood
b. Margaret Sanger
c. Ida B. Wells
d. Mary Church Terrell
Resource: https://www.socialworkers.org/
Answers: 1 c | 2 a | 3 b | 4 a | 5 c

a.
b.
c.
d.
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MARCH IS
COLORECTAL
CANCER
AWARENESS
MONTH
TALK TO YOUR PRIMARY
CARE PROVIDER ABOUT
YOUR RISK
PREVENT COLON CANCER THROUGHOUT YOUR LIFE

Are you 45 years old or older? It's time to schedule
your screening. Don't wait!
KNOW
YOUR FAMILY
HISTORY
A family history of
colon cancer or
polyps increases
your risk and means
earlier screening is
needed.

KNOW THE
SYMPTOMS

KNOW YOUR
RISK

GET
SCREENED

Symptoms include
unexplained weight
loss, constipation/
diarrhea, abdominal
pain, fatigue, bloody
stools. Having
symptoms? See your
provider immediately.

Conditions like
Inflammatory Bowel
Disease, Crohn's, or
colitis increase your
risk. Reduce your risk
by limiting red meat,
quitting smoking, and
maintaining a healthy
weight.

If you're over 45 years
old, it's time to talk to
your provider about
your risks and the
appropriate screening.
Don't wait – early
diagnosis is important.
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MARCH 11, 2022
SEL Day invites schools and communities around the globe to
celebrate the importance of social emotional learning. This
year's theme this year is Finding Common Ground, Pursuing
Common Good.

WHAT IS SEL?

Social and emotional learning (SEL) is an integral part of
education and human development. SEL is the process
through which all young people and adults acquire and apply
the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to develop healthy
identities, manage emotions and achieve personal and
collective goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish
and maintain supportive relationships, and make responsible
and caring decisions.

BENEFITS OF SEL
Improvement in students' social &
emotional skills, attitudes, relationships,
academic performance, and perceptions
of classroom & school climate.
Decline in students' anxiety, behavior
problems, and substance use.
Wise financial investment according to
cost-benefit research.

"I always remind my team,
be who you needed
when you were younger,
I was once the silent
sufferer! Remind yourself
daily that everyone
matters and what you do
and say will impact our
students for a lifetime."
- Jaymee Cummings

Team Leader
Perry Township School Based II/ SEL

Teachers who possess strong social &
emotional competencies are more likely
to stay in the classroom longer.
Teachers are able to partner more
effectively with students and address
challenging behaviors – one of the main
causes of burnout.
Statistically significant associations
between measured social-emotional
skills in kindergarten and key young
adult outcomes in domains of education,
employment, criminal activity, substance
use, and mental health.

Resource: selday.org
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Self-harm is a very common mental health concern that is often stigmatized, overlooked, or even
considered a suicide attempt. Self-harm can be exhibited in many different forms. The most
commonly thought-of method is cutting; however, people harm themselves in various ways. Along
with cutting is burning, scratching, pinching, hitting, head banging, and drinking lethal substances.

RISK FACTORS FOR SELF-HARM

WARNING SIGNS OF SELF-HARM

Difficulties at home
Relationship issues
School/work stressors
Bullying
Depression, anxiety, PTSD, and other
mental health disorders
Low self-esteem
Life transitions/changes
Alcohol and drug use
Loss of a loved one
Prior self-harm/suicide attempt

SHAME/
GRIEF

TEMPORARY
RELIEF

SELF-HARM

EMOTIONAL
SUFFERING

EMOTIONAL
OVERLOAD

PANIC

Unexplained frequent injuries including
cuts or burns
Wearing clothes inappropriate for the
weather such as long sleeves/pants
Withdrawn or isolated
Stop participating in their regular
activities
Rapid mood changes
Poor functioning at school, work, and
home
Significant traumatic event

WHY?

People who self-injure commonly report that they feel
empty inside, unable to express their feelings, not
understood by others, or fearful of intimate
relationships and adult responsibilities. Self-harm is
their way to cope with or relieve painful or hard-toexpress feelings and is generally not a suicide attempt.
However, relief is temporary and a self-destructive
cycle often develops without proper treatment. Selfharm can also be a way to feel control over your body
when you can’t control anything else.
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MENTAL HEALTH MOMENT CONT.

SHOWING SUPPORT
1. Avoid judgement or assumptions, as this may cause them
to shut down.
2. Seek understanding in how this helps them, what purpose
it serves, and why they do it.
3. Be supportive and tell them you will be there for them.
4. Don’t dismiss or ridicule their actions.
5. Don’t ask for promises. This may make them feel like they
have no control and add additional guilt if they harm
themselves again and disappoint you.
6. Try to be accepting and normalize (you don’t have to tell
them they’re right) how they feel as people cope differently,
and gently encourage them to seek help.
7. Evaluation by a mental health professional may help find
out what their reasons for hurting themselves are and what
emotional difficulties they’re experiencing.
8. Psychotherapy or talk therapy can help address and
manage underlying issues and develop healthy coping
skills.
9. Medication can help treat an underlying mental illness,
such as depression or anxiety.
10. Inpatient or partial hospitalizations and intensive
outpatient programs are available if they need a safe
environment or more intense treatment.

NEED HELP?

Text HOME to 741741
to connect to a crisis counselor.
Thank you to
Natalie Comastri
for this month's
Mental Health
Moment!

Resources:
https://www.mhanational.org/conditions/self-injury-cutting-self-harm-or-self-mutilation
https://www.suicideinfo.ca/resource/self-harm-and-suicide/
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/publications/truth-about-self-harm
https://www.bannerhealth.com/healthcareblog/teach-me/how-to-help-a-friend-who-is-self-harming
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STAFF SHOUT-OUTS
Congratulations
to the HR team's
Nicole Powell on
her SHRM-CP
certification!
This certification is a recognition of her mastery of HR
knowledge and judgment, as well as her ability to effectively
perform HR duties and responsibilities in an operational
capacity.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THESE A&C LEADERS ON THEIR NEW ROLES

DR. JOE BANKS

ASSOCIATE MEDICAL DIRECTOR
OF PRIMARY CARE

NATALIE SCAIFE
CHIEF TALENT
OFFICER

DENISE AMATO

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF
OPERATIONS

A&C FRIEND

"I was in an 'abandoned kingdom' a mere peasant –
moving, packing and shredding!! I was in search of
shred bins across the land to eliminate dated items
from the dynasty when I came across Queen Lois Todd
and made a new friend!! She took time away from her
regal tasks to assist me with my needs. I am eternally
grateful!! She was so supportive and had a huge ❤ !!
While spending time with her I grew to appreciate her
and her profound passion for one of our values as a
people of the ‘abandoned kingdom’ – We love what we
do and a genuine desire to improve lives drives us
forward."
- Submitted by Carla J. Orr

m ak e a

E
CHALLENG
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NEWS UPDATES
MASKING UPDATE

1. A&C medical clinics: Masking will continue to be required for both
staff and patients regardless of vaccination status.
2. Non-clinic settings:
a. Low and Medium COVID-19 Community Level:
i. If Up-To-Date on vaccinations (including booster if eligible),
No requirement to mask while indoors.
ii. If staff have not yet received their booster, and they are
eligible, they will need to mask until boosted.
b. High COVID-19 Community Level:
i. Masking is required for all client interactions while indoors
regardless of vaccination status.

SAVE THE DATE
The 2022 IndyPride Parade and Festival will be
held on June 11 at the Historic Military Park at
White River State Park. A&C is registered for both
a vendor/ community resource table and for the
parade. If you would like to participate in
IndyPride as an A&C representative, reach out to
cporter@adultandchild.org.

CHECK

OUT!
One Breath BIPOC Original Hot
Yoga - Pay What You Can
One Breath, offered at The Hot
Room, for Humans identifying as
Black, Brown, Indigenous, People
of Color. This class is a kind,
compassionate, proactive, and
educational offering created to
provide space for solidarity and
healing for People of Color.
Classes will be taught by Licensed
instructors that identify as People
of Color.
https://thehotroom.com/downto
wn-schedule/

Check out the upcoming Lunch & Learn sessions!
They will be held on the second Wednesday of each
month from 12 to 1 PM:
March - Putting Art Therapy into Practice for Youth &
Adult Populations

April - Introduction to
Emotional Freedom
Techniques (Tapping)
May - Behavioral Activation
June - Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy in
Practice
If you have an idea for a topic or would like to present,
please reach out to Dr. Dynlacht or Dr. Hutchins.

Stay tuned for a new feature from
the Training Center! Each month,
they will be featuring a different
service line and their teams in an
informational video. We'll share the
video links here in the newsletter.

Do you have an announcement, shoutout,
story, or idea to share? Send it to
cporter@adultandchild.org.
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